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Objective : The aim of this study was to investigate the precise histological characteristics of
the boundary, using surgical specimens from patients who underwent intensive resection of
“microsurgical pseudocapsule”of clinically non-functioning pituitary tumors (CNPTs).
Furthermore, we compared the remission rate of CNPTs between subjects with (Group 1)
and without (Group 2) intensive resection of microsurgical pseudocapsule in order to
correlate the histological complete resection and endocrinological remission. 
Patients and Methods : Between January 2000 and December 2007, 113 patients underwent
intensive microsurgical dissection during the transsphenoidal surgery in one hospital (Group
1). In the other hand, 24 patients underwent conventional subcapsular resection without
intentionally removing the microsurgical pseudocapsule in another hospital (Group 2).
Results : The overall surgical remission rate in Group 1 with intensive resection of
microsurgical pseudocapsule were statistically higher than the rates in Group 2 (without
intensive resection of microsurgical pseudocapsule) (p=0.032). However, there were no
statistical differences in postoperative hormonal function change between Group 1 and 2. 
Conclusions : Our results indicate that aggressive resection of psuedocapsules increases the
cure rate without aggravating pituitary function.
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▒ Introduction
Although the presence of a histological pseudocapsule
around pituitary tumors was noted in the early 1900s,2) how
the pseudocapusle is formed and the histological
characteristics of the pseudocapsule have not been clarified
until now. In addition, terminology expressing the boundary
of pituitary adenomas is unclear. Some researchers reported
that pseudocapusle is originated from the condensation of the
basement membranes of compressed peritumoral cell cord.3)
On the other hand, some investigator reported that the
boundary between the adenoma and the pituitary gland
consisted of fibrous tissue originated from the normal
pituitary gland, and regarded the boundary as a
pseudocapsule. 
To describe clearly the boundary zone, we define a “true
pseudocapsule”as a definitive capsule-like structure
identifiable histologically, and a “ microsurgical
pseudocapsule”as a peritumoral structure distinguishable
intraoperatively under an operating microscope. In this
study, we studied the precise histological characteristics of
the boundary, using surgical specimens from patients who
underwent intensive resection of “ microsurgical
pseudocapsule”of clinically non-functioning pituitary tumors
(CNPTs). Furthermore, we compared the remission rate of
CNPTs between subjects with (Group 1) and without (Group 2)
intensive resection of microsurgical pseudocapsule in order to
correlate the histological complete resection and
endocrinological remission. 
▒ Patients and Methods
Between January 2000 and December 2007, 137 patients
with CNPTs underwent transsphenoidal surgery at two
different hospitals. In one hospital, 113 patients underwent
intensive microsurgical dissection during the transsphenoidal
surgery by one neurosurgeon. In the other hospital, 24
patients underwent conventional subcapsular resection
without intentionally removing the microsurgical
pseudocapsule by another one neurosurgeon. The
demographic data of the patient population was listed in
Table 1. 
The evaluation involved a complete history, physical and
neurological examination, and radiological assessment.
Neuroradiological studies included plain X-rays and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). The adenomas were classified
according to the Hardy radiological classification scheme.7)
Techniques in pituitary surgeries have advanced strikingly
with development of surgical techniques, instruments,
endoscopes, and intraoperative MRI. Total resection of
pituitary tumors of Hardy grades 1 to 3 has been intended.
However, it was impossible to evaluate the significance of
intensive resection of microsurgical pseudocapsule in some
cases, including those with extreme lateral extension into the
cavernous sinus, due to difficulties in achieving complete
resection. According to these criteria, 97 patients who had
prominent cavernous sinus invasion (Hardy grade IV) were
excluded from this study. 
In all cases, MRI examination was performed annually to
evaluate whether the tumor was removed completely or had





Intensive resection of microsurgical pseudocapsule
With (group 1; n=113) Without (group 2; n=24)
Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the patients and the tumors with and without intensive resection of microsurgical pseudocapsule
in clinically non-functioning pituitary tumors.
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recurred. Remission for a CNPT was defined as a lack of
evidence of tumor remnant or re-growth, as determined by
MRI examination. A combined pituitary function test was
carried out to evaluate pituitary function before surgery, one
year after surgery, and at subsequent 1.5 year intervals from
2 to 13 years postoperatively. 
Chi-square test for independence was used to determine
the statistical significance of differences in tumor sizes,
postoperative remission rate, and postoperative pituitary
function between Group 1 and Group 2. A p value <0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
▒ Results
During the surgery, microsurgical pseudocapsules were
found in 57 (50.4%) of 113 patients in Group 1. The
pseudocapsule was visualized as a well-developed capsule
entirely covering the tumor mass; a thin fibrous envelop; a
yellowish, discolored, normal gland-like thin membrane; or
thick fibrous tissue after removal of the main tumor mass.
Some pseudocapsules exhibited dense fibrosis or
calcifications. In smaller tumors, the microsurgical
pseudocapsule tended to exist more prominently in and cover
the entire mass of the tumor, and was more easily removed.
On the other hand, in larger tumors, the microsurgical
pseudocapsule tended to be discontinuous or disrupted, not
cover the entire tumor, and was more difficult to manipulate
surgically. In these situations, intraoperative frozen
histological examination was necessary to achieve complete
tumor resection. 
The pseudocapsule was removed readily along with the
main tumor mass in 31 (54.4%) patients. The remaining 26
(45.6%) patients underwent aggressive resection of the
remnant pseudocapsule, including multiple intraoperative
biopsies. Aggressive resection of the microsurgical
pseudocapsule was more often required in larger tumor than
in smaller ones. Among these 26 patients, tumor cells
infiltration was identified in the microsurgical pseudocapsule
of 12 (46.2%) patients.
The overall surgical remission rate in Group 1 with
intensive resection of microsurgical pseudocapsule were
statistically higher than the rates in Group 2 (without
intensive resection of microsurgical pseudocapsule) (p=0.032)
(Table 2). However, there were no statistical differences in
postoperative hormonal function change between Group 1
and 2 (Table 2). 
▒ Discussion
Some investigators advocated that surgical plane for
pituitary adenomas should be included the pseudocapsule
which is an accumulation of basement membrane, collagen,
fibroblasts, pericytes, and compressed capillaries. 1) On the
other hand, other investigators reported that conventional
conservative surgical methods are likely to leave tumor cells
in the pituitary gland. 8) In our prospective study, we
demonstrated the frequent infiltration of tumor cells within
the microsurgical pseudocapsule, suggesting that tumor
remnants in the microsurgical pseudocapsule could be a
source of recurrence and an obstacle to achieving complete
Overall surgical remission rate 99.1% 83.3%
Postoperative pituitary function 52/61 15/9
Normal to normal 5 (4.4%) 0 
Improved hypopituitarism 60 (53.1%) 12 (50.0%)
Persisted hypopituitarism 39 (34.5%) 9 (37.5%)
Aggravated hypopituitarism 9 (8.0%) 3 (12.5%)
Intensive resection of microsurgical pseudocapsule
With (group 1; n=113) Without (group 2; n=24)
Table 2. Postoperative remission rates and pituitary functions with and without intensive resection of mcrosurgical pseudocapsule in
clinically non-functioning pituitary tumors. 
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remission. These results indicate that intensive removal of
the pseudocapsule could provide a higher remission rate
without deteriorating pituitary function. The results of the
present study correspond with the results of earlier studies,
which have reported that intensive resection of the
microsurgical pseudocapsule is essential to achieving
histologically and surgically total resection of the pituitary
adenoma.6)
From the surgical technical standpoint, identification of a
microsurgical pseudocapsule is very important to achieve
complete tumor removal. We also found frequent infiltration
of tumor cells inside the microsurgical pseudocapsule. These
infiltrates were difficult to remove from the normal gland
surface with conventional tumor resection methods using
curettage and were instead removed with fine instruments in
a piece-by-piece fashion. From the author’s experience, the
microsurgical pseudocapsule was visualized in a variable
fashion, such as a well-developed capsule entirely covering
the entire tumor mass; a thin fibrous envelop; a yellowish,
discolored, normal gland-like thin membrane; thick fibrous
tissue; or a calcification. Careful inspection and
intraoperative tissue biopsy at the boundary of pituitary
tumors was useful for complete resection of tumors. 
The intensive resection of pituitary adenomas could be
attributed to postoperative deterioration of pituitary function.
However, Kawamata et al.5) reported that intensive resection
of pseudocapsules was advantageous in the treatment of
GH-secreting pituitary adenomas and that it did not cause
additional deterioration to pituitary function. Our results are
consistent with the reported data, suggesting that aggressive
resection of pseudocapsule does not affect pituitary function.
In conclusion, our results indicate that aggressive
resection of psuedocapsules increases the cure rate without
aggravating pituitary function.
A. Photomicrographs of the tumor specimen obtained in en bloc with distinct pseudocapsule during surgery, showing a relatively thick layer of
connective tissue as a pseudocapsule (P) at the interface between the pituitary adenoma (T) (Hematoxlyin & eosin stain, original magnification ｘ
100).
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